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The proofs of various central limit theorems for strictly stationary sequences of random variables are 
based on approximating the partial sums of the process by martingales (cf., e.g., Gordin, 1969; Diirr 
and Goldstein, 1984; or Hall and Heyde, 1980, Chapter 5). Here we shall give a study on the assumptions 
of such theorems and introduce new ones. Then we shall discuss conditions under which the results take 
place in almost all ergodic components simultaneously and present an application to the limit theory of 
stationary linear proceses with random coefficients. 
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1. Introduction 
Let (0, &, CL) be a probability space and T: R -+ L? be a bijective, bimeasurable, 
and measure preserving transformation. By 9 we denote the a-algebra of all A E d 
with TA = A. If each element of 9 has measure 0 or measure 1, we say that p is 
ergodic. Until the last section we shall suppose that p is ergodic. We shall study 
the limit behavior of a strictly stationary process (fo T’) wherefis square integrable 
function on 0. (In fact, each strictly stationary process can be represented as (fo T’) 
for some measurable J) 
A a-algebra Ju c .& is called invariant if ~2 c T-‘.k. By Hi we denote the Hilbert 
space of functions from L’(p) which are TPiJU-measurable, i E Z. Throughout all 
of the paper k will be a fixed invariant r-algebra for which the Hilbert space 
&OH_, is nonzero. By U we shall denote the unitary operator in L’(p) defined 
by Uf =f 0 T, fi is the orthogonal projection operator onto Hi0 Hi-l, i.e., 
fif=E(f IT-‘A)-E(f IT-i+‘.d), 
i E H, f E L2(p). For i Z j, Pif and Pjf are mutually orthogonal and 
UP,= P,+,U, iEZ 
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(see, e.g., [8,23]), so that U(H,OH,_,) = Hi+,OHi. Therefore, for each kEZ, 
( U’P,f) is a martingale difference sequence (in fact, each strictly stationary sequence 
of martingale differences can be represented in this way, see [26]). 
We denote 
Billingsley [2] and Ibragimov [13] proved that iffE L’(p) and (fo T’) is an ergodic 
sequence of martingale differences, then the distributions of s,(f) weakly converge 
to a normal law. 
Theorem A (Gordin [S]). Let Q be the set of all functions from H,@ H, where 
-W<jGii<. IffE L’(p) and 
inf limsup Ils,(f-g)l12=0, (I) 
gsQ n+c.z 
then there exists a limit lim,,, I\s,,(~)I~~ = u < 00 and the distributions of s, (f) weakly 
conuerge to N(0, a’). 0 
The condition (1) especially holds if there exists m E Ho0 H_, (then m = P,m 
and (m 0 T’) is a martingale difference sequence) with 
lim Ils,(f-m)ll,=O. (2) 
n-CC 
For each f e Q, (2) holds (see [8], also Theorem 3 below). Hence, (1) is equivalent 
to the existence of a sequence of gk E Ho0 H_, with 
lim lim supllsn(f-gk)l12=0. 
k-m ,,+a 
In such a case 
lim sup lim sup)ls,(gk-gj)llz=O. 
k+m j>k n+m 
As Ilsn(gk-gj)I12= llgk_gjll2? th e sequence of gk’s is Cauchy, hence it has a limit 
gE HoOH_, and lim,,,Ils,(f-g)(l,=O. We have proved: 
Theorem 1. Let f E L’(p). Then the conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent. •i 
In the next sections we shall deal with conditions which guarantee (1). In Section 
2 we shall deal with processes where f differs from a function m E Ho0 HP, in a 
coboundary, i.e., there exists a function g with 
f=m+g-goT. (3) 
We shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a 
decomposition in the language of the difference projection operators Pi. 
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Whenever (3) holds with m, g E L’(p), then 
m= C PoUiJ 
isL 
(4) 
this follows from Theorem 2. As we shall see, this equality also holds under 
assumptions of various central limit theorems. In Section 3 we shall introduce some 
of them and study the relations between their assumptions. The properties of the 
sequence (PO U’f) as a sequence of elements of a Hilbert space will turn out to be 
greatly important. In Section 4 we shall discuss nonergodic versions of the results 
and present their applications in the theory of stationary linear processes U"f = X,, = 
CitZ a,-iei. In this case, the sequence of P,U’f equals the sequence of cyieo. We 
shall consider especially the case when czi are random variables. 
In the whole of the paper we shall restrict our attention to the functions f 
which are measurable w.r.t. A,= ViEr T’JII, the smallest a-algebra containing all 
T’h!, and for which E(f IA_,) = 0 where A-, = ni,, T’JU. In other words, we 
assume 
f= C pif. 
itl 
(5) 
If ti is a countably generated a-algebra then by the Rohlin-Sinai Theorem there 
exists an invariant c-algebra & such that V ,rE T’A = d and n,tz T’A is the Pinsker 
a-algebra (see, e.g., [17, p. 681). 
2. Coboundaries 
Theorem 2. Let f c L’(p). Then the conditions (3), (6), (7) are equivalent. 
There exist functions g E L2(p) and m E Ho0 H_, 
with f = m-g+ Ug. 
f JWJ”flW 
n=O 
and nt, [ U-“f - E( U-“f 1 A)] converge in L’(p). 
(3) 
(6) 
(7) 
If (5) f=Citz Pif does not hold we get (6) and (7) from (3), too. The opposite 
implication would not continue to hold, however. ((6) and (7) guarantee (3) for 
E(f b/i,z T’JII)-E(f b-l,,, T’JW and leave us free to choose E(f In,,, T’JzX) 
andf-E(f IViez T’JUj.1 
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Theorem 3. Let f E L’. Then the conditions (3’) and (7’) are equivalent. 
There exist functions m, g E L’ such that f = m - g + Ug, 
and ( U’m) is a sequence of martingale d#erences adapted to 
the Jiltration ( T-‘A), 
: EWfW) and H~O[~~nf-E(Li-“f I-WI converge in L’. 
?I=0 
(3’) 
(7’) 
If (3’) holds, then a necessary and suficient condition for m E L’(~_L) is 
lim inf EIs,,(f)l<a. 
n-m 
(8) 
Remark 1. In (8) there always exists a limit (finite or infinite), see [7]. 
Remark 2. The decompositions (3), (3’) are unique. The uniqueness is lost when 
we admit nonintegrable martingale difference sequences (see [20]). The existence 
of the decomposition (3) also depends on the choice of the filtration (T-‘.A). 
Surprisingly enough, the natural filtration need not be the good one (see [29]). 
Remark 3. From the decomposition (3) not only the CLT but also the invariance 
principle and functional law of iterated logarithm follow. This was shown by Heyde 
in [12] (see also [lo, Chapter 51). He used an assumption which is equivalent to 
(6) and then he derived (3). 
In proving the CLT from (3), we do not need the square integrability of g: s,(f) = 
s,(m) + (l/&)(g - U”g) where (l/&)(g - U”g) converge to 0 in measure as n + CO. 
So, Theorem 3 also gives a central limit theorem for stationary and ergodic sequences 
of random variables with finite first moments. The CLT (using (8)) was first communi- 
cated by Gordin at the Vilnius Conference on Probability and Statistics 1973 [9]. 
He used, however, absolute values of the summands in (7’). The result is included 
in the monography [lo]. The proof from [lo] was corrected by Esseen and Janson 
in [7]. 
On the other hand, the square integrability of m is not sufficient for the invariance 
principle (and for the log log law as well) even if f is square integrable, too (see 
[21]; in the counterexample, g E L’ and g - Ug E L*(p)). 
Proofs of the theorems. By the assumptions and by the martingale convergence 
theorem we have 
C Pif=.hma{E(f IT-“A)-E(f )T%)}=f: 
ieZ 
We define 
Pif = c Pif= E(fl T-‘Al), 
j=-m 
Qif=(U-Pi)f= T l’jf=f-E(fITPiA), iEZ. 
j=i+l 
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From UPi = Pi+, U we get 
UPi = $i+r U, UQi = CPi+i UT iGZ!. 
So, from !l?J= E(flTkJU) z 0 in L’ it follows poukf = Uk$_kf i-& 0 in L’ 
and from Qkfa 0 in L’ it follows Q,U-kfz 0 in L’. 
Let us suppose that (3’) holds. For any g-algebra %’ we have UE(g\ %) = 
E( Ug] T-l%‘), hence E(g(niEz T’JU) = UE(gIA_,T’) and 
g-E(gk)= Ug- UE(gkJ. 
Without loss of generality we can thus suppose that g is ViEL T’JU-measurable and 
E(gl&, T’A) =O. 
Without loss of generality we can asume m = P,,m. (If m = Pim for i f 0, we can 
put m’ = U’m. Then Porn’ = m’ and m - m’= h - Uh where h = -C,l_, Ukm for 
i > 0, h = CkLil Ukm for i < 0.) 
f E(U”f(A)= ; pOUnf= f (~,,Ung-$OU”+‘g) 
n=, n=l “=I 
= lim (lFJOUg-$OUn+‘g)=$OUg, 
n-oo 
f UF(f-E(f] Tp”JU))= ; V”Q,f= -Q,Ug. 
n=O II=0 
Therefore, (7’) holds. 
Let us suppose that (7’) holds. Then CTCp=, PiUkf and CT=‘=, OiU-“f converge for 
each i E Z. As Pi = pi -P,_, and Pi = CD-, - Qi, we can define 
is-1 , 
gi = (9) 
i 2 0. 
We have 
i_, g-i = lim i F P_iUkf= lim F {E, Ukf-$_,_, U”f}. 
n+m i=l k=O n+m k=O 
The limit exists as ~~c)=oil_nUkf= U-“C~=‘,, $OUkfs 0 in L’. Similarly we can 
prove the convergence of Cz, gi. 
Therefore, the sum g = CiEz gi exists and Pig = gi for each i E Z. Let us define 
m = C P,Utf: 
ieZ 
It remains to prove that f= m + g - Ug; we shall do it by showing 
Pif= Pi(m+g- Ug), 
for each i E Z. 
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Let i<O. Then Pi(m+g-Ug)=Pig-UPi~,g=C~==,PiUkf-UC;P=,Pi~,Ukf= 
Pif; similarly we can show Pi( m + g - Ug) = Pif for i > 0. 
Finally 
P,(m+g-Ug)= 1 POUkf- f POVkf-U f P_lUkf=POJ: 
ktZ k=l k=O 
This finishes the proof of the equivalence of (3’) and (7’). If we used functions from 
L2(p) instead of L’, all the limits would exist in J!,‘(P). So, the equivalence of (3) 
and (7) can be proved exactly in the same way as the equivalence of (3’) and (7’). 
Let (3’) and (7’) hold. As 
lim Els,(g- Ug)l= 1 
n+m 
im $ Elg - U”gl= 0, 
n-02 n 
we have 
lim inf EIs,,(f)\ = lim inf Els,(m)\. 
“+02 n+m 
If m E L2(p), then the distributions of s,(m) weakly converge to the normal law 
N(0, a’) with a2 = \(m 11: by the theorem of Billingsley and Ibragimov [2,13] and 
s,,(m) are uniformly integrable [3, p. 321. Hence, Els,(m)l s am (see [3, 
Theorem 5.4]), so (7) holds. On the other hand, from lim inf,,, E(s,(m)l< ~0 it 
follows m E L2(p) by [7]. This proves the second part of Theorem 3. 
We shall finish the proof of Theorem 2. It remains to prove the equivalence of 
(3) and (6). 
Let (6) hold. Then the functions gi, i E Z, from (9) exist in L2(p) and CieZ (]g; 11: < ~0. 
So, g = xiEz gi E L2(~) and using the same arguments as before we can check that 
(3) holds. 
On the other hand, from (3) we derived (7), and from (7) we derived (9) where 
CitL g, E L2(p). Therefore CiEz IIgiII ‘, < cc which is equivalent to (6). q 
3. Approximating martingales 
Let us first quote two remarkable central limit theorems the common feature of 
which (and of Theorem 2 from the preceding section as well) is the convergence of 
m= 1 P,U’J: 
it22 
(4) 
Theorem B (Heyde [ll]). Iffy L2(p) satis$es (4) and 
Il~nU)l12+ llmll2, (10) 
then it also satisjies (2); hence the distributions of s, (f) weakly converge to a normal 
law. 0 
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Remark. Instead of (10) it suffices to use a (seemingly) weaker assumption 
lim_yp llsn(f)l12~ IlmlL- (11) 
This follows from 
limi~fIl~,(f)ll~~Il~ll~, (12) n+m 
which will be proved in the next section. 
Theorem C (Diirr and Goldstein [5]). Let f E L’(p). If 
sup max i E(E(Ukf 
N*M NznaA4 k=M 
and 
=e(M)+O as M+a 
I N 
sup max ( C ~W~~kf-~(~-~fbW. uY)l 
N&M NznSM k=M 
=&‘(M)+O asM+co 
then the sum h =CitZ P,,U’fconverges in L’(p) and (2) holds. 
A) * U”f) 
(13) 
(14) 
Remark 1. Instead of maxNanaM Diirr and Goldstein [5] used in (13), (14) supnaM. 
The version of the theorem presented here will be proved later. 
Remark 2. When considering Theorems B and C we can omit the 
f = Jz pif: 
In the proof of Theorem B we do not need it. If f satisfies the 
assumption 
(5) 
assumptions of 
Theorem B and g E L’(p) is not measurable w.r.t. ViaZ T’.A, the smallest g-algebra 
containing all T’A, or g is measurable w.r.t. niaz T’JU, then the conditions of 
Theorem B would hold for f+ g - Ug as well as for f although (5) is not fulfilled 
for f + g - Ug. 
The conditions of Theorem C imply (5): Let H-, denote the space of all g E L2(p) 
which are measurable w.r.t. ni,, T’A and H, is the Hilbert space of all functions 
from L2(p) which are measurable w.r.t. V,EZ T’Al. Let f satisfy the assumptions 
of Theorem C. Let f’ be the projection off onto H_,, f” be the projection off 
onto H,@ H_, (i.e. f U = Cita Pf), and f “’ be the projection off onto L2( p) 0 H,. 
Taking n=N= M we get Ilf'II:+IIE(U"f"(~))II:~~O from (13), and Ilf”‘ll:+ 
Ilu-"f"-E(U~Mf))IJI1)II~ z, 0 from (14), so that 0= Ilf’llz= Ilf”‘l12. 
Heyde exhibited applications of Theorem B to the theory of stationary linear 
processes (see [ll; 10, pp. 134-1351). The theorem of Di.irr and Goldstein implies 
many classical results for mixing processes (see [5]). 
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Next we shall assume (5) again. The condition (4) alone (provided CitB Pif = f) 
does not imply the CLT: 
Theorem 4. There exists f E L2(~) such thatf =CitL Pif and CiE+ POUif is convergent 
in L’(p) but the random variables s,(f) do not converge in distribution to any 
probability law. 
The situation will change if we use another kind of convergence. If gi, i = 0, 1, . . . , 
are elements of a Hilbert space X, we say that CF=“=, gi is unconditionally convergent 
if for each sequence (ai) of numbers 1, -1 the sum Cy=, aigi converges in the norm; 
following [ 151 this is equivalent to the convergence of Cp”=, go for each permutation 
57(i) of (0, 1,2, . . . }. 
Theorem 5. Let f E L’(p) and the sum 2 itZ PO U’fbe unconditionally convergent. Then 
llh(f)ll2+ Ilmll2 (10) 
and 
Ils,(f - m)l12+0. (2) 
In the last section we shall show an application of this theorem to the theory of 
stationary linear processes with random coefficients. 
As a corollary we can also get: 
Theorem 6. Let f E L2(~). If 
iFz lIPif l12<O”9 (15) 
then m =CiEz P,Uyconverges in L’(p) and lls,(f -m)ll,+O. 
Proof. IIP0U’fl12= II UiPpif 112= lip-if 112, therefore CieZ POU’f converges abso- 
lutely, hence unconditionally (see [4, p. 781). 0 
Even the absolute convergence of Cie+ P,U% however, is not strong enough to 
guarantee the coboundary decomposition (3): 
Theorem 7. There exists f E L2(~) which satisjies (15) but not (3) and there exists g 
which satisfies (3) but not (15). 
Proof. Let m E L2(p) be such that Porn = m, 11ml12 = 1. We define positive scalars 
cu,=(l/log, n)-(l/log,(n+l)), n=2,3 ,... and put f =Cy=, aiLJim. AS PiU’m = 
U’m, we have Cyz_, /P,f 112= 1. On the other hand, [ICY=“=, P0U’fl12= l/(log, n), 
n = 2,3,. . . , so (6) does not hold; by Theorem 2, (3) does not hold as well. 
For the second counterexample we can use, e.g., 
g=m-Um+dU2m-1U3m+fU4m-. +. 1 
(6) holds but (15) does not. q 
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The assumptions of Theorem C (and of Theorem 5) are stronger than those of 
Theorem B. This relation is not symmetric, however: 
Theorem 8. There exist functions f ‘, f “e L*(p) satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 
B, f’ does not satisfy the assumptions of Theorem C and f” does not satisfy those of 
Theorem 5. q 
The Theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 10 (which will be given 
later) and the fact that the assumptions of Theorem B hold for a function which 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem C or those of Theorem 5. 
There actually exists a single function f with the properties off ‘, f’ we need in 
Theorem 8 ([28]). 
In order to compare the assumptions of Theorems 5, 6, C we shall use the 
one-to-one mapping between functions f E L*(p) with f = CitZ Pif and the sequences 
of functions Xi from &OH_, for which 
JEz llxill~~co~ (16) 
the mapping is given by Xi = U-‘Pif = P,l_-‘J; P,f = U’X,. The assumptions of 
Theorems C, 5, 6 can be expressed by the properties of the sequences (Xi). (As we 
shall see, the structure of the Hilbert space only will be used.) 
First, let us consider Theorem C. We have 
(17) 
(18) 
F E(E( U”f IAl). U”f)= f ; E(X-i-,’ X-i-k), 
k=M i=O k=M 
,FM E[( Upkf -E( U-“f (A)) * U-“f] = F E E(Xi+, . x+k)* 
i=l k=M 
Indeed, 
k=M 
F E(E(UkflA)* U”f)= i E SU”f 
= ; f E(PJJ”kf. P,,U’+“f), 
k=M i=O 
; E[( U-“f -E( U-“f 14)) . U-“f] = ; f E(POU-k-‘f. POU-“-tf). 
k=M k=M i=l 
Proposition 1. Letf E L2(p), f =CgSz PijI If Xi = P,,U-‘x i E Z, then (13) is equivalent 
to 
sup : i E(X_i. X_i_j) - 0, *ZzO i=M j=O M-OS 
sup f i E(X-ip,. X-,,) M 0, 
n20 i=M j=O 
(19) 
(19’) 
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and (14) is equivalent to 
SUP ~ ~ E(X,. Xi+j) -0 
nz0 i=M j=O M+m ’ 
sup I!? i E(X+, . X+1) - 0. 
1120 t=Mj=O M+oo 
(20) 
(20’) 
Remark. (19) and (20) imply (16): it suffices to choose n = 0. Also, (16) follows 
from the unconditional convergence of CitL Xi: 
Let X, YE L’(p) and e = 1 if E(XY) 2 0, e = - 1 otherwise. Then 1) X + eY 11 i > 
IIXll:+ II YII;; th ere thus exists a sequence of ei=*l, IICiGB eiX,II~~CiEH IIXill:. 
Hence, the unconditional convergence of CisL Xi implies (16). 
We can easily see that the assumptions of Theorem 5 can be expressed by the 
unconditional and of Theorem 6 by the absolute convergence of CitH Xi. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Recall that we suppose f = C ,ta I’iif: For the integers 0 G M d 
n S N we get from (17), 
; E( U”f. E( Uif 1 At)) = c” ; E(P,U’+“f. p,U’+‘f) 
j=M ,=A4 i=O 
= f NC, E(PoUi+mf. P,,U’+‘f), 
i=M j=O 
where m = n -M. Therefore, (13) is equivalent to 
lim sup f 2 E(P,lJ/‘+“‘f. poUi+jf) =O. 
M+CX nam~0 i=M j-0 
(21) 
Now, (19) and (19’) are special cases of (21) (with m = 0, m = n), hence they follow 
from (13). 
Let us suppose that (21) does not hold. Then there exists a 6>0, sequences of 
integers 0 c mk c nk, and an increasing sequence of Mk such that for each k = 
1,2,..., 
f i E(P,U’+“‘f. P,U’+‘f) > 6. 
i=M j=lJ 
We have 
= f f E(P,U’+“f. p,U’+‘S)+ f “-;-‘E(P,Uy. poUi+j+‘f), 
i=M j=O i=M+m j=O 
hence (19), (19’) cannot hold both at the same time. Therefore, (19), (19’) imply (21). 
The equivalence of (14) and (20), (20’) can be proved in the same way. •i 
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Representing the assumptions of the theorems with the use of the sequences 
(X,) we can see that the conditions from Theorem 6 are stronger than those from 
Theorems 5, C: 
Theorem 9. If CiEL P,,U’f is absolutely convergent, then the assumptions of Theorems 
5, B, and C are jiuljilled. 0 
The proof is left to the reader. 
Theorem 10. (a) There exists a function f E L2(p) such that (13) and (14) hold but 
C ill PO U’f does not converge unconditionally. 
(b) There exists a function f E L2(p) such that (5) holds and the sum CigL P,U’f 
converges unconditionally, but (13) and (14) are not fuljilled. 
Notice that in both cases CitZ P,Uy does not converge absolutely. 
ProofofTheoremlO(a). L~~zEH,OH~,,I~ZII,=~,~=C~=‘=,(~/~+~)U-~~(~-UZ). 
We have 
1 p,u’f=z. (1-1+$-$+;-~+. . 
it.?! 
‘)‘Z. k~,j$(-gk+j7 
so that the sum does not converge unconditionally. On the other hand, 
lT*f=E(U~“f I.&), n=O,l,..., 
and by (17), 
Therefore, (13) and (14) hold. 0 
The proof of Theorem 10(b) is far more complicated; it will be given in the next 
section. 
Using the correspondence between f and (X,) we can also express (2) by 
lim 1 C 
n+mn it~ II “fl (Xi_j - 6i,jm) j=O II 
2 
2 
= lim 1 z n-1 II II 
2 1 n-1 n-1 2 
+ lim - 1 
n+m n i=-CC 
1 Xc-j 
j=O 2 n+m n i=O II m- C Xi-j j=O II 2 
+limlf ‘flXiPj *=O, 
n-con i=n II II j=O2 (22) 
where 6i.j = 1 for i = j, 6i.j = 0 otherwise. 
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The reader can derive (22) from (5) and the relation UPif= Pi+, Uf: 
Now, we shall give an alternative proof of Theorem C using (19), (19’), (20), (20’): 
Proof of Theorem C. From (20) and (20’) it follows that for 0~ M s N, 
c” EX' , s -GM), 
i=M 
= f ,fM E(XiXi+k)- f ,c”+’ E(Xi+kX. _ 
i=M k=O 
s 2~‘( M), 
i=M k=l 
I+N M+,)I 
hence 
E 
In a similar way we get (CT=!_, Xi)*< E (M) where F’(M) denotes the suprema in 
(20), (20’) and F denotes the suprema in (19), (19’). Therefore, 
m= 2 PoUif= c xi 
icZ ieZ 
is convergent in L*(p). 
Next we are to prove (2), i.e., 
We shall use (22). Because m =ciGz Xi, lirnn+,,~C~l~ /m -~~~~ Xi-jll:=O. 
From (19) and (20) it follows that the other two limits in (22) are equal to zero as 
well. 0 
Let f~ L*(p). If the sum CieZ PoU’f converges in L*(p) and (2) 
;;im_ Il%o--~)ll2=o 
for some m E Ho@ H-,, then (by (12)) CieZ P,U’(f- m) =O, so m =CiGL PoU’f: On 
the other hand, (2) alone is not sufficient for the convergence of the sum. 
Theorem 11. There existsfc L*(p) which satisjies (2) but not (4). 
Proofs of Theorems 4, 5, 1 O(b) and 11 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let z E Ho0 H_1 (the Hilbert spaces Hi were defined in the 
Introduction), 11~11~ = 1, and f3 be a positive integer, (Y > 0 a real number. We define 
8-1 
g = (Y c u’z. 
i=O 
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From the proof of Theorem 2 we can deduce that there exists 
g=a. O.z+h-Uh. 
53 
h E L2(p) such that 
Hence, IIs,(g - ~ez)lb z 0 and for E > 0 arbitrarily small we can find n > 8 such 
that I]s,(g-cuBz)]I,<~. 
Let 77 be a positive integer; we define 
27-l 27-l 
f’= 1 (-l)‘U’“g, w = 1 (-1)‘cyeU’“z. 
i=O i=O 
Then s,(w) is a sum of 2n77 members of a martingale difference sequence (each 
member of which equals *nBUkz) and 
Il.%(f’-w)ll2~273~. 
From the definition we also get 
]]f’]]z = Ly G$. 
The numbers (Y, 8, 7, and n can be chosen so that 77~ and (~0 are small, 0 is big, 
and IIs,(w)]l,= (~0 fi= 1. Then ]lf’]]2= l/a is small and s,(f’) is in the L’(p) 
norm close to the sum s,(w) of 2n77 members of a martingale difference sequence, 
each of which is equal to *(l/G) lJk z. If n is big enough, from the martingale 
limit theory (the sequence satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 from [lo]) we 
can derive that the characteristic function of s,(w) is sufficiently close to the 
characteristic function of the standard normal distribution N(0, 1) on a sufficiently 
large interval around 0. We can also notice that II&, z 0 (as f' is a co- 
boundary) and that the partial sums Cl=,, P,U’f’, j’, j”E Z, do not differ from 0 by 
more than cu13 (in the L2(p) norm). 
Now, constructing functions f; similar to f’ we get the required function f: For 
k=l,2,..., we shall recursively define numbers Ly( k), O(k), r](k), n(k), and 
functions 
2v(k)--1 B(k)-1 
fk= 1 i=. C (-l)iLy(k)Ui.n(k)+jz. 
j=O 
We define f3(1)=~(1)=1, cu(l)=l/a, n(l)=2, If a(j), e(j), n(j), n(j), 1SjS 
k - 1, are already defined, we set: 
B(k) so that B(k)ZO(k-1), B(k)*2k, m/~&@i~2-~, 
n(k) = k, Ly(k) = l/(e(k)a), 
n(k) 3 n(k- l), O(k), so big that for 
2kp1 Zk-1 
wk = 1 (-l)icY(k)O(k)U”“‘k’z= 1 (-l)‘& U’“‘k’z, 
i=o ,=O 
we have 
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We denote 
fk = Wk)f ;+, where p(k)= i 2j* n(j), 
,=I 
and put 
From the definitions it follows that 
llfkll~=Ilf1+,ll~=~(~+~)J2(~+~)~(~+~)=~/~. 
From the definition of n(k) we get that 
For j 2 k + 2 we have m/m s m/m s 2-‘, hence 
From the definitions of fk and n (k + 1) we get 
Ils n(k+l)(fk - UP(h)Wk+,)l12< ll(k+ 1). 
Hence, for k odd II&(k) (f)l]*+ 0, while for k even 
~~%,(k+,)(f- UP’k’Wk+l)l12<2~‘k+“+2/(k+ 1) 
For each j = 1,2, . . . , s,,,,(w,) is the sum of functions *(l/(m)U’z, 0~ is 
2j. n(j) - 1. Following [lo, Theorem 3.21, the distributions of s~~~,(w~) weakly 
converge to N(0, l), hence for k even, the distributions of s,,k,(f) weakly converge 
to N(0, 1). For k odd ]\s,(k)(f)l]Z’O, so the distributions of SnCkI(f) weakly converge 
to the degenerated distribution concentrated at zero. Therefore, the distributions of 
s,(f) do not converge. 
On the other hand, C,,z P,, U’f converges. This follows from the fact that P,,U’f = 0 
for i > 0 and, for i c 0, the functions P, U’f are ordered into blocks each of which 
is formed by 0(k) members of the form a(k)z followed by a block of zeros and 
f3( k) members -a(k)z. The partial sums Cs,, P,,U’j thus oscillate around zero and 
the amplitude does not exceed a(k)fl(k) = l/v!%; if j’, j” are sufficiently distant 
from 0, l/a and hence the amplitude is adequately small. 0 
Proofs of (4)+(12) and of Theorem 5. Let the sum m = CiiH P,U’f converge and 
d = 1) m II z. For S,(f) = C:,: U’f we have 
n-l 
S,(.I-)= c c piu’1; 
ltz ,=o 
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From the convergence of m = CitZ P,Uy it follows that 
and there exist positive integers k(n) + CO, k( n)/n + 0, 
II 
jtn 
max C Pollif-m +O asn+co. 
n+k(n)sj=-k(n) i=j+l II 2 
Therefore, lim inf,,, I]~,,(f)l]~~ d, which proves (12). 
Let us suppose that the convergence of CitZ PoU’f is unconditional and 
lirns~pI].s,,(f)]~~=d~+S, 
n-m 
where 6 > 0. As k( n)/n + 0, there exist infinitely many positive integers n such that 
Without loss of generality we can assume that the first summand is greater than 
b&r. The inequality can be rewritten in the form 
m,, ^:Y~‘,’ jl i”:;+;,I, pou’f Ij +.. 
n 
By the Dirichlet principle there exists p such that 
e[, llAall~>f8 forA, = (‘-y-’ PoU’f: 
i=-an-p+1 
We define integers an, CY = 1,2,. . . , in the following way: a, = 1; if a, are defined 
for 1 S (Y <k, we put ak = 1 if E[Ak Et:‘, A,]30 and ak = -1 otherwise. Then 
IlC:=, A&G%=, II&II:, h ence there exists K such that ]]C,“=, A, (I :> Q8. This 
proves that for infinitely many n there exist integers K’ < K”s -k(n) and bi = *l, 
K’<i<K”, 
II 
K ” C biPoU’f 2>+ 
i=K’ II 2 
This contradicts the assumption that the convergence of CitZ PO U[f is unconditional 
(see [15]). Therefore, ]l~,(f)l]~+ llrn112, which was to be proved. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 11. We shall introduce auxiliary functions g,, k = 1,2, . . . . Let 
z E E&,0 H-, , llzllz = 1. Let k be a positive integer. We put 
1 
ai=ak,,=-.2-“sgni 
k 
for 2”P1~li\<2”, lcnck, 
ai = 0 for i = 0 and for (iI 2 2k; 
sgn i is defined as 0 for i = 0 and as i/ 1 iI for other i E Z. We define 
gk = c a,Upiz, k = 1, 2, . . . , 
isL 
and prove: 
Lemma 1. For each k = 1,2,. . . , we have 
2k-1 
(i) C ai=:, 
I=, 
tiv) lim sup Ilsn(gk)l12=o. 
k-cc nz=-l 
Proof. From the definition it follows 
This proves (i). 
From 
we get (ii). 
For each positive integer n, U”z - U-“z = Uh - h, where h =x:1’, U’z. For each 
gk there thus exists h E L’(p) such that gk = Uh - h. This implies (iii), as S, ( Uh - h) = 
(l/&)( U”+‘h - Uh). 
Let us fix k for a while. From the definitions we get 
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Using the fact that ai = -a_i we can derive 
i Q_j+i=iizj a,+,=‘~‘Ui for O<jGtn, 
i=l i=j 
I 1. i a,+: = ‘jj’ a, for n Sj. i=l i=j-n 
For (ii > 2k - 1 we have ai = 0, hence 
j% (j, ui+j)2=~~01 (j, ai+J)2G 
from this and from the previous equalities it follows 
(23) 
For x E R, we define [x] and {x} as the integers for which [x] G x < [x] + 1, {x} - 1 < 
x s {x}. It follows from the definition of the numbers a, that for 1 G n s 2k, 
[log2 nl s i Ui c & (log2 n}. 
i=l 
For 0 G j s n we thus have 
If 0<6<1 and jan’-‘, then log,( n/j) s log,( n”) = 6 log, n, hence 
u~+j)2~~("g~;'3)2+(s10~~+3)2~ 
J 
Let us suppose that 1 s n G 2k. For 6 small and k big, (6 log2 n + 3)2/ k2 5 (Sk + 3)2/kZ 
is small. Let M be a big positive integer, k >> M. If n 2 2”/“, then n’ > 2Sk/M and 
if n < 2”/“, then log, n < k/M. Therefore 
By the definition, for i 3 1 we have Ui G l/(k . i). Therefore 
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so that 
’ = 0. 
k-cc Irn<2k n j=O 
For n 3 2k we have 
(i, ai+j)2s ( ii!, ai+j)23 
for each j 2 0, hence 
which together with (23) proves (iv). q 
Proof of Theorem 11 (continued). Let z E L’(p) and functions g, be defined as 
above, k=l,2 ,.... Following (iv), there exists a sequence k(i) + ~0, i = 1,2, . . . , 
such that 
c SUPI(Sn(gk(i))II2<~; 
i=l n31 
we shall suppose that k(i) 2 i. We choose the numbers k’(n) such that k’(1) = 0 and 
k’(n+l)= k’(n)+2. 2k(ni’)+l, n = 1,2,. _. , and define 
f= ?, U-k’(n)gk(n). 
From (iii) it follows that lim,,_~]~s,(f)l12=0. F rom (ii) and from the definition of 
f it follows that the partial sums of POU’f oscillate around zero with the amplitude 
i, hence the sum in (4) does not converge. 0 
In the proofs of Theorems 4, 11 and 10(a) we replaced f = C iGH Pif by a sequence 
of Xi = P,U-‘f: For Xi we took ai * z where z E Ho0 H_, and ai E R, i E Z, or we 
used blocks of Xi = a,~,, i E N,,, where N,, are mutually disjoint intervals of integers. 
This way we represented the behavior of functions from L2(p) by the study of 
sequences of real numbers. 
As the unconditional and absolute convergence of a sequence of real numbers 
coincide, this approach is not suitable for the proof of Theorem 10(b). 
Lemma 2. Let n be a fixed positive integer and zk,j be mutually orthogonal functions 
fromL2(p), k=1,2,...,n,06j<2k-‘-1. ForO<is2”-1 and l<ksnwedejine 
rk(i) = (_l)[i/2”-kl where [x] denotes the integer part of x, z( k, i) = zk,, for j = 
[ i/2”-k+‘]. Then for each ~4 : Z + (-1, l}, 
II 
b 
2”-I 
k’2pn izO rk(i)$!J(i)Z(k, i) (24) 
k=l 
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In other words,forf(i) =CE_, 2”“-“rk(i)z(k, i) we have 
II 
2”-1 
Proof. Let Z = (0, 1, . . . ,2” -l}; .FO denotes the trivial a-algebra (0, I} and for 
1 =S k< n, Sk is the u-algebra of subsets of Z which is generated by the sets 
Ik,j = {j2”-k, . . . ) (j+ 1)2”_k - l}, 
0 5 j G 2k - 1, hence by the functions rI( i), . . . , rk( i). The mapping $ will be con- 
sidered as a function on I. By A we denote the uniform measure on I, i.e., A(i) = l/2”, 
oSii22”-1. 
We shall prove that for each Cc, and 1 G k s n, 
I/ 
2’1-1 
* 2 k’2Pn j;O rk(i)$(dZ(k, 4 
II 2 
= 2kp2” 
*(,j+l)*"+-I 2 
c 
;=2j2”mh 
rk(w(ibk,j 
2 
=2&t&(4. rki9k--L)}2. (25) 
On Zk_, j, O~j~2~-‘-1 we have 
Eh($rklgk-l)= ’ 
2(,+1)2”m”-l 
h(zk-,.,) 1&’ 
rk( i)+( i)2-” 
1 2(j+1)2”m”--L 
=- 
2n-k+l ,=2;f, L rk(i)+(i). 
Therefore 
-’ 2kp2” *:+i’ (*‘~~~$~_” rk(i)+(i))2. -2 
The last expression is equal to one half of the left side of the equality (25). 
Next we shall prove 
(26) 
Let j be an arbitrary number from (0,. . . , lTkp’ - l} and A = I&_l,,, B = Ik,2jr C = 
Ik,2j+,. We then have A=BuC and u=A(B)=A(C)=~-~. ,f?,+(+lTk) equals 
(lla)l, cCrdA onB,(lla)j,. cCIdA on C; E,(~l(k-,)=(1/(2u))(I,(I,dh+5,. cC,dA) 
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on A. Therefore, on B we have 
and on C we have 
This proves (26) on A; the set A = Ik-r,j was chosen arbitrarily, hence (26) holds 
everywhere. 
From the mutual arthogonality of Zk,jv (25), and (26) it follows 
II 
f2 
2"-1 
2 
k=l 
k'2-n & rk(i)+(i)Z(k, i) 
II 2 
n 
c II 
ZLml-l 2(j+l)Znmh--1 
II 
2 
zz 2 k/2-n c c 
k=I j=O is2j2”m’: 
rk(i)rCr(i)zk,j 
2 
Proof of Theorem IO(b). According to [19] (or, e.g., [17, p. 51]), the Hilbert space 
HoOH_, is infinite dimensional, hence there exists an array of mutually ortho- 
gonal furdOnS Z+j E HoOH_, with Ijz,,k,j]]z = 1, n = 1, 2,. . . , k= 1,. . . , n, j= 
O,l,..., 2kP’-1. For i=O,...,2”-1 we define 
rn,k(i) = (-l)rr/2”-‘1 where [x] denotes the integer part of x, 
hn,k = 2k,2_n lhi-l 2(j+lFmi-l 
r,,k(i) upizn,k,j, 
,=O i=2.Q2”m’ 
g, = n-‘14 i h,,k, 
k=l 
n 2"-'-I 
7, = n-3/A 1 x 2~k/2U2"+1~2(J+1)2"-"(Z,,k,,_ ,IJ~"+'~,~~), 
. , 
k=l J=o 
fn = u-2.2”-‘(7, +gn). 
For n = 1,2,. . . , we define 
n-1 
.$( 1) = 1, &( n + 1) = 225(n)22n, L(n)= 1 4*25(i), ([(l)=O), 
i=l 
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The functions z,+j are mutually orthogonal, hence the sum off converges in L*(p). 
First we shall show that the assumption (13) of Theorem C is not satisfied. 
We shall show that for M(n) = l(n) and N(n) = 4’(n)+2*(“‘, 
asn+m.Forn=1,2 ,..., k=l,..., n,j=O ,..., 2k-1-1,wedefine 
rL,tj = n ~3/4~~k/2~2’~+l-(2j+l)2”~h =n.k,j, 
I, _ u2”+171 
ra,k,j - n.k,j 3 
fn,k,j= U~2’2”-1(7~,k,,-7~,k,j+h~,k,j-h~,k,j). 
From the definitions it follows that fn =ci=, cflip’fn,k,j; as z,,k,j are mutually 
o~hogonal, fn,k, j are mutually orthogonal as well. 
Let us denote A4 = l(n), N = 5(n) +2*‘“‘. Following (17) we have 
From the mutual orthogonality of f&j it follows that 
E(PoU’& ’ p~U”~fc) = C C E(POUlf&k,j ’ pOu’+“f(,k,j). 
k=l j=O 
For (=5(n) we have 
I? ,$ E(PoU’f,,j * POUttufg,k,j) 
r=o u=o 
= IITk,k,jl):+ IIT’;k,j(l:+ C EC U”‘7;k.j ’ POU’“+uhL,k,j) 
u=O 
+ F $ E(POU’(h~,k,-h~,k,j) * POU’fu(h;k,j-h~,k,j)), 
f=O u=o 
where to = -2’ - 1 + (2j + 1) . 2c-k. By direct computing we can see that 
IIT!$,k,jl):+ II(,k,jll:=2 ’ 6-3’2 . zpk, 
f E(PJJ’T~,~~~ PoUr,+u h;k,j) = 5-‘2-52’-k = 5-‘2-k, 
u=o 
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the last summand equals 
i=O u=O 
+ f g E(POU’h~,,j 
. Po-,i+uh;,kj) = 25--k2k-25(--1/2 = 2-Q-112, 
i=O u=O 
hence 
= i 2k-l(25-3/22-k + 2-kt-l + 2-553’) 
k=l 
=&+t+ & (1 - 2-5’9. 
For 5 = t(s), s > n, we have 
m 25(nI 
•C 1 C E(PoU’(h;,,j-h~,k,j) ’ PoU’+“(hk,j-h;,k,j)) 
1=0 u=o 
< 25-3/22pk +2 . 2<W2C~k2k~25~--1/2 
= 25-3/2.--k +2 . 25b+~t5-1/2. 
Therefore 
00 2H”I 
c c E(PoW&, . PO~f+ufSd 
r=o u=o 
< kc, 2k-‘(2(-3/22-k +2 . 25’“‘2-$p1/2) 
+$(s))p’+z. 25’“‘(5(s))-I”. 
By the definition 
so that 
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Next we shall show that the assumptions of Theorem 5 hold, i.e., we are to prove 
that for each $: Z+{-1, l}, CitZ $(i)P,U? converges. From the definition off it 
follows that if POU’f# 0 then there exists exactly one integer m 2 1 such that 
p. (J'f = p. Ui-C(m)f Scmj. For K(m) = 2.2”“‘+ 1 we thus have 
for n = t(m) we have 
n 2k-‘-1 
7,=7:,-T:, 7:,= c c r;,sj, r; = u2”+‘7,. 
k=l j=O 
All the functions T,+j are mutually orthogonal, so that 
C f $( i)PoUi-i’m’-“‘m’7~(m) 
itZ m=l 
converges in L2(p). From Lemma 2 it follows that for each 1,5: Z+{-1, l}, 
II iFz *(WoUign 2s2/n”2, II 2 
so that 
converges in L2(p). Therefore, CiEH $( i)P,U’f converges in L2(p) for each Ic, : Z+ 
(-1, 1). From the definition off it follows that f corresponds to a sequence of 
X,=P,,U-y with isO (more exactly, f=cE, WiXi). Then f*=f+C~=, UiXi 
fulfills neither (13) nor (14) and CiEH P,Uy* remains unconditionally con- 
vergent. q 
4. Nonergodic versions and applications to stationary linear processes 
All the theorems in the preceding sections guarantee (2) lim.,,Ils,(f -m)lj,=O 
where (m 0 T’) is a martingale difference sequence; with the exception of the last 
statement of Theorem 3 we did not use the assumption of ergodicity in our proofs. 
By the nonergodic version of the Gordin theorem (Theorem A) we get central limit 
theorems where the limit laws are mixtures of normal distributions (the laws with 
characteristic functions p(t) = E exp( --in2t2) where n2 = E( m2 1 $a)), see [24]. 
In many important cases there exists an ergodic decomposition of the nonergodic 
measure CL. The ergodic decomposition exists if and only if there exists the family 
(VW; w E 0) of regular conditional probabilities (r.c.p.) induced by 9; almost all 
(EL) measures v, are T-invariant and ergodic (see [23]). If (m 0 T’) is a martingale 
difference sequence in (0, Sa, p) then it is a sequence of martingale differences in 
almost all (CL) probability spaces (0, SQ, v,) (see [23]). The assumptions of the 
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Billingsley-Ibragimov theorem [2,13] are thus preserved in almost all ergodic 
components of p. We can pose the same question for other theorems from the 
preceding sections. 
We can also state the problem in a different way: give the conditions under which 
the assumptions of the limit theorems are fulfilled for almost all ergodic components 
of p. This can lead to results which are different from the preceding ones as the 
integrability w.r.t. the measures v,,, does not imply the integrability w.r.t. ,u. On the 
other hand, from the weak convergence of v, 0 (s,(f)))’ for almost all v, the weak 
convergence of p 0 (s, (f ))-’ follows, hence we get new central limit theorems (with 
mixtures of normal distributions as the limit laws), see [26]. 
In all the business we can imply the fact that 
I fdvw=E(flW4 a.s. (v,) for almost all (p) w, 
whenever f~ L’(p) and 
E,JfIJ0=E(flJU) a.s. (u,) for almost all (p) w, 
whenever f~ L’(p) is measurable w.r.t. ViGz T’JU; E,(f \A) is the conditional 
expectation w.r.t. the measure v, (see [23]). 
This enables us to express the assumptions of our theorems in the language of 
conditional expectations. For the processes we have studied, equally distributed 
ones exist in ‘sufficiently nice’ dynamical systems where the regular conditional 
probabilities exist (see [26]). Therefore, the limit theorems hold independently of 
the existence of the ergodic decomposition. 
For Theorems A and B such problems were solved in [26]. 
In the last part of Theorem 3, the square integrability of m is in the nonergodic 
version replaced by E( m2 1.9) < 00 as. 
Theorem 12. Let J; m be the functions from Theorem 3 and let (3’) hold. Then 
E(m219)<a a.s. if and onZy if 
g=liminfE(ls,(f)lI9)<m a.s. 
n-oo 
(8’) 
By Fatou’s lemma (8) lim inf,,, ~Is,,(f)l <CO, implies (8’). 0 
The proof is a straightforward application of the method described above (see, 
e.g., [22]) and is left to the reader. The reader can also easily find an example that 
(8’) need not imply (8). 
In the nonergodic case (8) need not guarantee m E L2(p): We can define f so 
that for each probability space (0, L$ v,) (j-0 T’) is a sequence of independent and 
equally distributed random variables with the normal distribution N(0, U*(W)), 
Ecr2(w)=co, Eu(w)<co: then f= m, E(s,(f)l=~E,ls,(f)l=~E~(~)<~~, 
but Ef* = EE,a*( w ) = ~0. 
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Theorem 13. Zf the assumptions of Theorem 6 are satisjied by the process (f OT’) w.r.t. 
the measure /I then they are satisjed w.r. t. almost all ergodic components of v,. 
Proof. Let gi be the nonnegative random variables for which g’= E((Z’if )“( 9), 
iE Z. By the assumptions IiS._ (Eg:)“2< ~0, hence CiEL gi <cc a.s., so that the 
assumptions of Theorem 6 are fulfilled for almost all ergodic components of P 
(according to [23] (5) holds in almost all ergodic components as well). 0 
Theorem 14. There exists a process (f 0 T’) f or which the assumptions of Theorem C 
and Theorem 5 are fulfilled but the measures V, 0 (s,(f ))-’ weakly converge for no w. 
The proof will be given later. Actually, for (f 0 T’) we shall find a stationary 
linear process with random coefficients (see Theorem 14’). 
Next we shall find simultaneous versions of Theorem C and Theorem 5. 
In the previous section we defined in L2(p) the unitary operator Uf = f 0 T; here 
Uf is defined in the same way for any measurable function f: Instead of functions 
from L’(p) we shall use the space 9 of the J&-measurable functions f for which 
jf’dv, <CO for almost all (CL) v,,,, i.e., E(f2(9)<co a.s. (p). (Recall that Ju, was 
defined as V iGH T’JU and J-, was defined as nita T’JU.) From the Birkhoff Ergodic 
Theorem it follows that E(f’(9) is the pointwise limit of (l/n) C:=, U’f’, hence 
it is &,-measurable, hence 9 n A_,-measurable. Let A, = {E( f *) 9) < n} and 
h,=,yA,,+,-xA,,, n-1,2,...; now we define E(flT’&) as E(f.xA,]TiJU)+ 
IX:==, E(fn * k 1 T’4 iEZ, P,f=E(f IT-‘.&)-E(f (T-i”&). 
Iffi,f2,. . . are functions from 9 and lim,,, supma,, E((fm -f”)‘I.9) = 0 a.s. (p), 
then the sequence (J;) is Cauchy in the measure p. In this way we can define the 
sum g=Cyz,gj of g,E9 provided lirn,,,~up,,,E((C~=,g~)~1~)=0 a.s. (p), i= 
1,2,...; if the family of r.c.p. exists, then for almost all (p ) v,, g = Cy’, g, in L2( vu,). 
Proposition 2. Let the family (v,; w E 0) of regular conditional probabilities exist and 
letg, be measurablefunctions with E(gf(9) <a a.s. (p), i= 1,2,. . . . Thesum I;, gi 
converges unconditionally in almost all (p) spaces L2( v,,,) if and only if for each 
sequence of 9-measurable functions ei with values -1, 0, 1, the sum CiGL e,g, exists in 
9, i.e., lim,,, SUP,~,, E((Cy=, eigo214) =O a.s. (p). 
From Theorem 14 it follows that there exists a sequence the sum of which converges 
unconditionally in L2(p) but does not converge unconditionally in almost all L2( v,). 
Proof. An 9-measurable function is constant almost surely (v,) for almost all (p) 
measures v,. Therefore, if 12, gi converges unconditionally in almost all spaces 
L2( vW), then for almost all (p) w, 
Let the set A of w for which Cz”=, g, does not converge unconditionally in L2( v,,,) 
has positive outer measure. Denote 
g(n,m)=~~~E((~~cigi)2(9)) 
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where the maximum is taken over all sequences ( ci) of constants - 1, 0,l (1 s n < m < 
CO). By the definition g(n, m) is nondecreasing in m. There exist a, S > 0 such that 
for each n 2 1 we can find m 3 n, p({g(n, m) > 6)) > a. Therefore, there exists a 
sequence l=n,<n,<.*. such that y({g(n,,n,+,)>6})>a for all kal. Let us 
define $-measurable functions e,,, . . . , e,,+,_, with values in {-l,O, l} so, that 
E((n~~‘eigi)21(Y)=g(n~,n*+,), k=l,2,.... 
We then have 
li~~~p~~E((~,eig,)llJ)~~ 
on a set of positive measure. q 
The proposition can be easily generalized for the sums CEEB gi. 
Theorem 5’. Let f be an A&,-measurable function with E( f 2 19) <CO as. and 
E(flJI1_,)=0 a.s. Let gi = P,,U-‘f, iE.Z, and g=CiGL gi. If 
limsupsupE((~~eigI)‘/Y)=O 
a.s. (k) and 
limsupsupE((i~~eigi)2J.D)=0 
a.s. (p) for each sequence (e,) of 4-measurable functions with values -1, 0, 1, then 
E((s,(f-g))2(9)+0 a.s. (p) us n+a. 
Proof. Using the same technique as in [26] we can transform the problem to a 
dynamical system where the family of r.c.p. induced by 9 exists. Then we get the 
result from Proposition 2 and Theorem 5. 0 
Theorem C’. Let f be an A&-measurable function with E( f 2 19) -c ~0 a.s.-y. If 
and 
sup max 1 c” E(U”f*E(Ukf [&)[$)I 
N&M MSnSN k=M 
= E’(M)+0 as. as M+co (5’) 
sup max 
NZM MSlIc-N 
/ ; E(U-“f. (u”f-E(U-~I.IU))~9)1 
k=M 
=&I’(M)+0 U.S. as M+oo, (6’) 
then the sum g=Cic+ P,,U’fexists and E((s,(f-g))219)+0 U.S. (p) as n+co 0 
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The proof is an easy application of the techniques given in [26] and is left to the 
reader. 
The theory we have considered provides several useful tools for some applications. 
BY 
X, = 2 o_j~j, n E Z, 
jaZ 
we denote a stationary linear process; sj are independent and identically distributed 
random variables, cyj are real numbers with CjtI o!i < 00. As a generalization we get 
the process 
X, =C,tz an-jE;, nE& 
where (F,) is a stationary martingale difference sequence. Then there exists a measure 
preserving transformation T, E, = s0 0 T’. If J% is the invariant o-algebra generated 
by .si, j G 0, and Pi are the projection operators defined by 
P;f= E(f 1 T-‘A) - E(f 1 T-‘+‘A), 
then 
Pi&j = 6i,jEj, 
where 6i,j = 1 for i = j and 6i,j = 0 otherwise. We thus have 
POX, = (Y&O. 
If the sum CltH LY, is absolutely convergent, we get (1) and the CLT from Theorem 
6; this proves Theorem 7.7.8 from [14]. A stronger result has been given by Heyde 
[ 1 I] as a corollary to Theorem B. Let 
f(A)= Eeg& 1 eiAi [ I 2 jt+ 
be the spectral density. If f(h) is continuous at A = 0, then (l/n)E(Cr=, Xi)* + 
2rrf(O), so the conditions (4) and (9) are fulfilled and the central limit theorem 
holds by Theorem B (see [ll; 10, p. 1341). 
In the nonergodic case we omit the assumption of ergodicity of (E,) = (E,, 0 T’) 
and for ai_ we can use $-measurable functions. This way, in almost every (p) 
dynamical system (0, sJ, T, v,,,) we get an ergodic stationary linear process. Using 
this representation Yokoyama in [30] from CjtH ~3 <co a.s. and from the continuity 
of the conditional spectral density f(A) = E(E~IJ?)(~/(~T~))[C~~~ oj eiAj]’ at A = 0 
derived the convergence of the distributions of (I/V’%) x,7=, X, to the law with the 
characteristic function cp ( t) = E exp( -rrf(O) t”). 
Theorem 15. Let X, = Cjsr Q,,_~E~, n E iz, where Ej are stationary martingale difSerences 
and (YJ- are $-measurable random variables. If 
(27) 
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or 
f 
n=l 
[( f E(OJj19))2+( T E(CLJI~))*]<W U.S., 
j=n j=n 
(28) 
then the invariance principle and the functional law of iterated logarithm hold. Both 
limit theorems hold simultaneously in almost all ergodic components of J.L. 
In the ergodic case the result was published in [12, p. 71 (and also [lo, p. 1461). 
Proof. Using the Jensen inequality we can see that (28) follows from (27). Then 
we can proceed in the same way as in, e.g., [22,26]. 0 
Theorem 16. Let (X,) be given as in Theorem 15. rf g = 1 ieZ P,X, = CieZ cyieO con- 
verges unconditionally then (l/6) C :zi X, converge in distribution to the law with 
the characteristicfunction cp(t) = E exp(-$*t*) where z*= E(g2(9). 0 
The theorem is an immediate corollary to Theorem 5. 
Let (et) be an ergodic sequence of martingale differences, Eez = 1, and (ai) be a 
sequence of random variables which is independent of the sequence (e,), C itL J&T < 
00. This situation can be also described in another way: 
Let us suppose that (a,, d,, pl) is a probability space with a bijection T, : 0, + Cl, 
which is bimeasurable and measure preserving and Ci = &, 0 Ti are square integrable 
martingale differences. (a,, ti2, p2) is a probability space with square integrable 
random variables &, i E Z, CihL E&f <CO. We define (n, &, p) as the product of the 
probability spaces (&, &, pi), i = 1, 2, and T: R + 0 is defined by T(w, , WJ = 
(T,o,, w2). Let p, : L?, + f2, and p2: L! + O2 be the projection mappings and ei = 
&op,, ffi=Cri~p2, iEZ. 
X, = 1 CY,_iei, iEZ, 
ieZ 
is a stationary linear process with random coefficients. Let us suppose that the 
measure pL1 is ergodic. Following the same considerations as in [27] (the proof of 
Theorem 1) we can see that the o-algebra 9 of all T-invariant sets from ~4 is mod p 
equal to p;‘(sP,). For w,~fi, and AE& let A,_={w,E~,: (co,,wJEA} and for 
w = (w,, 02), w, E 0,) we define v,(A) = p,(A_,,). Then (v,,,; o E 0) is the family of 
regular conditional probabilities induced by 9, i.e., the ergodic decomposition of p. 
If we wish to see what is going on in the ergodic components, we fix ti2~ fin2 and 
study the process 
X~I(. , W2) = C Q,-i(@*)ei( ’ 1, 
itZ 
(29) 
i.e., a stationary linear process (with constant coefficients). As CItL Ea:<:, we 
have CitZ &~-cw a.s. (CL), so that the process (X,,( *, p*(w))) is well defined on 
almost all (p) ergodic components v,. 
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As we shall see, the limit properties, however, are not preserved in the ergodic 
components. In the next theorem we shall denote f= X0. 
Theorem 14’. There exists a stationary linear process (f 0 T’) with random coejicients, 
f E L’(~.L), such that the assumptions of Theorems 5 and C are fulfilled, but for every 
ergodic component v, of p the measures v, 0 (s,( f ))-I do not converge to any probability 
distribution. Therefore, the assumptions of Theorem 5 and of Theorem C are not 
preserved for the ergodic components. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 14’ gives a function f for which E,(s,( f ))’ do not 
converge almost surely (p); the non-convergence of v,,, 0 (s,( f ))-’ is caused by the 
oscillations of the variances. As we shall see, in the counterexample we can start 
with any ergodic sequence (ei) of square integrable martingale differences. 
In the special case when (ei) is a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed random variables in (0, &, v,), the distributions of 
weakly converge to the standard normal law N(0, 1) whenever E,W (I:=, f 0 T’)* + ~0 
as n + 00 (see [14, Theorem 18.6.51); E,(C:=, f 0 T’)’ do not converge to infinity if 
and only if f = g -g 0 T a.s. (v,) for some g E L2( v,), see [18, p. 1.51. (Remember 
that when considering the measure v,,, we treat a stationary linear process with 
constant coefficients.) 
Proof of Theorem 14’. Recall that we are given a probability space (0,) ,aQ,, p,) 
with an ergodic automorphism T, : fl, + n,, & = & 0 Ti are square integrable mar- 
tingale differences, ]]&,]]2= 1. For (fl,, ,pP,, p2) we choose the interval [O, 1) with the 
Bore1 a-algebra and Lebesgue measure. (0, ti, p) is the product of the two probabil- 
ity spaces and T:0-+0 is defined by T(w,,x)=(T,o,,x), w,~fi,, x~[O,l); T 
is bimeasurable and measure preserving. (v,; x E [0, 1)) is the family of regular 
conditional probabilities induced by 9, the u-algebra of invariant sets from &. 
0, x {x} is the support of v,. 
Let p1,p2 be the projections of R to a,, 0,= [0, l), ei = Ci opl and JII be the 
u-algebra generated by ei, i G 0, and by pz. Pi, FEZ, are the projection operators 
generated by the invariant a-algebra JK Following [23] for the projection operators 
P7 in (a, Sa, v,) generated by JH in L2( v,) we have Pig = P;g a.s. ( v~) for almost 
all (p2) x E [0, l), g E L’(p); without loss of generality we can thus write P: = Pi, i E H. 
Let dii be functions on f12=[0, 1) withCiaH G’:<cQ Set CY~ = Gi op2, f =I_ (Y-iei. 
We have f E L’(p), Pif = a-iei, i E Z. For x E [0, 1) we denote fX =Cicz C;_i(X)ci. The 
distribution of the process (f 0 T’) in (0, Sa, vx) is the same as the distribution of 
(fX 0 Tt) in (a,, dl, pl) and projection operators generated by the invariant U- 
algebra A = (+{ Ci: i G 0) correspond to the operators P7 = Pi; we shall denote them 
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by P,. We shall find the functions Gi such that CitZ Gi converges unconditionally 
in L2(p2), (19), (19’), (20), (20’) hold, but the distributions /.L, 0 (s,(fX)))’ do not 
converge for almost all (p2) x E [0, 1). This will prove the theorem. 
By w we denote the Rademacher functions on [0, 1) (i.e., w(x) = sgn sin(2”nx) 
where n is a positive integer). Let n be a power of 2 and w be a Rademacher 
function for which 2-“/n is a point of discontinuity. For 1 G k c n, 0 s j s 2kP’ - 1 
we define 
z,,k,j =x&z= w. x ([ y+$++g)). 
Choosing different Rademacher functions for different n we can guarantee that all 
the functions z,,&j, n = 1,2, . . . , are mutually orthogonal. From the construction it 
fOllOWS that IIZ,,k,j)12 = 1. 
Fornbeingapowerof2,1~k~n,O~iG2”-l,wedefine 
rn,k(i) = (_l)[il2”-‘1 where [x] denotes the integer part of x, 
- _&W--n 
@n,k,i - 
4% 
r,,,(i)*~,,~,~ where2j.2”Pk~i~2(j+1)2”Pk-1, 
e,(i) = K(n). (1+2’“i+22.‘o[i/2]+* * ~+2n’10[i/2”p’]) 
where K(l)=l, K(n+l)=8,(2”-l), 
T(n)=2”-], 9 is the set of all T(n), n=1,2 ,.... 
Each positive integer j can be expressed by 0, (i) for at most one pair (n, i) where 
nEdI, OSiS2” - 1. If for j the pair exists, we define 6, = (Y,,i, otherwise and for 
j<O we define Gj=O. 
The unconditional convergence of CiGz Gj is equivalent to the unconditional 
convergence of CntJ cfll, ’ &,i. Therefore (see [15]), we are to prove that for each 
choice of mappings $,:Z+{-1, l}, the sum CntJ If:,’ $n(i)Qln,i is convergent in 
L’(p). Following Lemma 2 we have 
II 
2"-1 
izo tbl,(i)k,i 'c2/n 
I/ 2 
for each n, so that Cjsz Lyj is unconditionally convergent. 
The conditions (19), (19’) are fulfilled as Gj = 0 for j G 0. We shall prove (20). 
Let n E 5, 1 s k G n. If j is an integer, we define (Y(n, k, j) = &n,k,i f 0 c is 2” - 1 
and j=&(i), &(n, k,j)=O if no such i exists; we thus have &j=Ci=, 6(n, k,j). If 
n # n’ or k # k’, then &,,k,i and &,f,ks,i, are orthogonal. Therefore, E(GjGj*) = 
Xi=, E(G(n, k,j)G(n, k,j’)) if n = n’ and E( GjGjz) = 0 otherwise. For a positive 
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integer 1, m = 2’, and A4 2 &,,(2”’ - 1) + 1 we have 
: : E((Y(’ (u;,) 
i=M j=O 
n CON 
= C C 1 C E(cT(n, k, i). G(n, k, i+j)), 
ntJ,+, k=l i=M j=O 
(30) 
where J,, is the set of all r)(i) with i 2 n. Recall that for 0 ~j s 2k - 1, 0,(j2”-k) s i s 
0,((j+ 1)2”-k) - 1, just 2”Pk of the &(rr, k, i) are nonzero and they are all equal; if 
j is even then they differ in the sign from the &(n, k, i) with 0,(( j + 1)2”Pk) G i s 
8, ((j + 2)2”-k) - 1, and are orthogonal w.r.t. any other G( n, k, i). If j is even (0 S j c 
2k-1) and r=0,(j2”-k), ~=e,((j+2)2”-~-1), then for N~=&,(2”~~~‘--1)~~-r 
we have 
c N 
c c E(&‘(n, k, i)&(n, k, i+j)) 
i=r j-0 
*“mk+l-l (j+2)*“-‘-_1 
= 1 
j=O 
I,,__, E(C&k,icu”n,k,i+j) =2npk2k-2n/n =2p”/n. 
i=j2 
In the case of rsr’ss’cs, Nas-r, we have 
i i E(G(n, k, i)&(n, k, i+j))<(2”Pk)22k-2n/n =2-k/n, 
i=r’j=O 
hence for 0,(O) G M’S M”s 0,(2” - l), 
M” N 
1 C E(G(n, k, i)&(n, k, i+j))s (2. 2~k+2k-‘2P”)/n. 
i=M’j=O 
For N G e,(2”-k+1 - l), Ospsk and rsr’ss’ss we have 
$ f E(G(n, k-p, i)&(n, k-p, i+j)) 
i=r’j=O 
S2 n-k+1 n-k+p+l k-p-2n 2 2 /n=4 
hence for 0,(O) c M’S M”c 8,(2” - l), 
M” N 
2-k/n, 
c 1 E(G(n, k-p, i)&(n, k-p, i+j)) 
i=M’j=O 
G2 k-p-14 . 2-k/ ,, = 2.2-pin. 
Therefore, taking 0,(O) G M’ G M”s 0,(2” - 1) and N 3 0 arbitrary we have 
M” N M” n N 
1 C E(Gi”li+j)S C C C E(cG(n, k, i)G(n, k, i+j)) 
i=M’j=O iEM’ k-1 j-0 
Ski, (2Pk+‘+2kPn--l)/n+2 i 2-P/nS7/n. 
p=o 
From this and from (30) we get (20). (20’) can be proved in a similar way. 
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The last thing which is to be proved is that for almost all x E [0, 1) and fx = 
Cisa! 6,(x)&,, the distributions of s,(fX) do not converge to any probability law. 
Recall that we shall work in the space (0,) dl , pul); the projection operators 
generated by the invariant g-algebra a{Ci: i c 0) correspond to the operators Pi 
(more precisely, to PF) and will be denoted by the same symbols. 
By direct computation we can derive that for g E L2(pI), g E Cl=, P_ig, 0 s r s 
m - 1, 
m-1 r-, I m-l-r r m-1 m-l-l 
1 u’g= c c &J.Jjg+ c c u’P,u’g+ 1 1 P/u’+‘g. 
i=O I=0 j=O I=0 j=O I=m-r j=O 
(31) 
For positive integers m we define 
q’(m) = K(n), v”(m) = 8,(2” -l), where n = T(m), 
v”(m) 
h,(x) = C Gi(x). e”_,, so thatf, = f h,(x). 
i=q’(m) rn=l 
For q(m) = n E J and x E [0, 1) there exist unique integers k = k(n, x) and 
j=j(n,x), l<k<n and O~j62”-~- 1 such, that xE[(k-l)/n+j/(n2k-‘), 
(k-1)/n-t(j+l)/(n2k-1)). For 0,(0)~1~8,(2”-1) we have &(x)=&+~(x) if 
2j2nPk < i < 2( j + 1)2”-k - 1, I= 0,(i), and G,(x) = 0 otherwise. Therefore, 
(2j+l)2”-*-1 (2j+1)2+-1 
c 
i=2j2”-’ 
PoLw)h,(x) = c 
i=2j2”mk 
PO r_JOJi)fX 
(2j+1)2”-“-1 
= zn,k,j(x) i=2& 6n,k,i(X)g0 
=&w(o)~~, (32) 
where lw(O)l = 1. Similarly we get 
2(j+l)2”mk-1 
c 
i=(2j+l)Zn-’ 
PoU8”(i)hn(X) = -$ w(opo. (32’) 
P,U’h,(x) = P,U% = 0 whenever 8 n G 1 s 0,, (2” - 1) and there exists no 2j2”Pk s i s 
2(j+1)2”Pk-1 with l=&(i). 
Let t 3 T’(m). From (31), (32), and (32’) we get 
G(m-1)J2~fl(m-l)/~+0 as m+oO. (33) 
Let x E [0, 1) and a positive integer m be fixed, t s T”(m). As K( v(m + 1)) 2 
T”(m), U’h, are mutually orthogonal for 0 ~i~t,l~m+l.Letl~m+1,n=~(1), 
k = k( n, x). Then 
)I h, II ; = 2n-“n2kp’2k-2n/ ,, = 2k-Zn. 
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For a positive integer 1 and k = k( I + 1, . ) the event 
k>v(l+l)-Z (34) 
occurs with probability ( p2) less or equal to (I + l)/ v( 1 + 1). From the definition of 
7, C;“=, (Z+ l)/n(1+ 1) < 00, hence by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma (34) takes place 
only finitely many times for almost all x. If (34) does not hold, then 
2k-V(I+l) < 2-l . . 
We can thus suppose that this is the case for all m 2 mo. Hence, 
(35) 
Using the same arguments we get 
IIs +(,)(h,(x))l12=m+0 as m+oo. 
Therefore, 
Ils ~~(mLL)l12+0 as m+a. (36) 
Let n = v(m), k = k(n, x),j=j(n, x), and t = t(m) = 0n(2n-k+‘- l)- O,(O). From 
T’(m) G t(m) s r]“(m), (33) and (35) it follows that the limit behavior of ]ls,(fX)l12 
is the same as that of Ils,(h,)(12. By the definition of h,(x) and of the function 8,,, 
0n((2j+l)2”mk~l) 
h,(x) = c n-l &,(x)k,+ B”(2(j+y”-*-1) cqx)k_i, 
i=O,,(Zj2 ) i=0,((2j+l)2”mk) 
and 
0,((2j+ 1)2”Pk - l)- e,(2j2”-k) 
=&(2(j+1)2”-k-1)-0e,((2j+1)2”Pk) 
=S(1/(29-1))[f3,((2j+1)2”-k-1)-0,((2j+1)2”-k)]. 
From (31), (32), and (32’) we then get that lim sup,+~ll~~(h,,,)]]~~ l/A, hence 
lim sup Il~,(kJll2> 0. 
m-m 
From this, (33), (35) and the martingale limit theory (see, e.g., Theorem 3.2 in [lo]) 
it follows that the distributions of s rcm,(fX) have a nondegenerate limit point, while 
by (36), s,jcm,(fx) converge to zero in probability. 0 
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